Instructions for SafetyHold3
To properly assemble the bead chain and cord loop tension device,
please flip this card over for complete step-by-step instructions.
A WCMA 5.2.4 Warning Tag (available from RollEase)
must be fastened to the device prior to shipping.
The SafetyHold3 must be secured to the clutch or
headrail to make the shade inoperable without
Use appropriate
purposeful action of installer.
anchors when
installing.

Parts Included

Base

Guide

Insert

Spring

Screws
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Slide bead chain or cord
through base entering
through the rounded part
of base following through
the flat end.
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Pull the spring back
down the chain so it is
completely over the guide
and rests on the bottom
legs.
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Slide the same end of the
bead chain or cord through
the spring following the
base.
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Using thin needle nose
pliers, grasp entire spring
on both sides with the
guide legs pointing up and
squeeze until completely
compressed together.*
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Hook the guide through
the end of the bead chain
or cord.
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Once the spring is fully
compressed, turn insert
on an angle and push
through the guide legs.

* Keep pliers all the way to one side (next to one leg of the guide) to allow room for
insert to be pushed through in Step 6.
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3/8”

Turn the insert flat and
then release the spring.
For cord, the serrated edge
should face cord. For bead
chain, the smooth edge
should face chain.

Slide base back down the
bead chain or cord and
over the guide.

Pull tension device down
until chain is taut on both
sides. Mark the upper
screw hole, and using
screws provided, install
tension device with upper
hole 3/8” above mark.

